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Abstract 
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Supervisor:  Stefan Hellmer 

 

Program       Msc in Business Administration 

 

Title            Free newspaper the case analysis of Bangladesh 

 

 

Problem 

The key research problem is to investigate the current newspaper industry and the 

eventual scope for a free newspaper company for building business and the advertize 

market in Bangladesh. 

 

Purpose 

The main purpose of our research is to present the actual situation of the newspaper 

industry and all branches of the industry in Bangladesh. Also the goal is to figure out 

the real situation of the advertisement market which is the most important building 

block for a free newspaper. 

 

Target groups 

Three different target groups were selected for this research work. First, the existing 

newspaper Company which plays a major role in the industry. Secondly, all sort of 

organization who advertize in the newspaper, and thirdly, the eventual consumer of 

the newspaper.   

 

Method 

In this research work questionnaire survey was performed in three different groups, 

such as Newspaper Company, all sort of organization who gives advertisement to the 
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newspaper company and the consumer of newspaper. Also Porters five forces frame 

work and HHI index has been used for industry & competitive analysis. 

 

Conclusion 

We have tried to explore the exact state of the newspaper industry in Bangladesh and 

if there is any scope or feasibility to start a free newspaper company. We tried to find 

out the growth of the advertising market in print media especially and also focused on 

readership tendency among the different age groups. After all the analysis we found 

Bangladesh has a prospective market for starting a free news paper company in the 

future. 
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Chapter One 

 

1. Introduction 

By the end of 20th century information will be more and more important than any 

other things. Newspaper is one of the main sources of modern information. Nobody 

can think about a day without newspaper in today’s life. Most of the daily newspapers 

published feature articles or story on political events, crimes, sports, business, arts or 

entertainment overall the situation of the whole society. In other words newspaper is 

the x-ray report of the society and the civilization. Due to the importance of 

newspaper we like to do our thesis on the free newspaper concept and its hidden 

opportunity in our home country Bangladesh. We would like to find out the current 

readership in Bangladesh, the current position of the advertisement market and the 

situation of the newspaper industry. We also scrutinized the investment situation for 

free newspaper that will be fully dependent on advertisements in Bangladesh. After a 

brief discussion of the problem formulation and the objectives of the thesis in the 

following chapters, we start spinning in answers to some of the main question in the 

next chapters. We started the discussion by looking at existing theory of free papers 

in the existing market in Europe and some others country. These ventures have 

traditionally been seen as risky and expensive model in any market. In addition, the 

modern version of the free newspaper is a relatively new phenomena and Bangladesh 

market is totally unexplored and untouched. However, free newspaper is fully 

dependent on advertisement money which has been observed as bumpy as its 

characteristics in the past few years in the European market.   

 Our main focus of this thesis is investment feasibility of the free newspaper in 

Bangladesh where the readership and the economical position of the country is not 

stable as the European countries. We also tried to plow as much as we can through 

the survey to different types of company. The following chapter also includes an 

overview of the print media in Bangladesh, media policies, recent media development 

and the overall advertisement market.  
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In chapter one, we briefly discussed the methodology of the thesis, research design 

and the hypothesis of study. We also include the source of information in this chapter. 

After organizing the thesis elements in this chapter we will review the literature in 

chapter two which include the history of the free dailies, Prior research on free 

newspaper and the backbone of the free newspaper. We also discussed about the 

analysis of the data that we have gathered from the questionnaire survey. We have 

chosen three different groups for the survey such as current newspaper company, 

newspaper reader and the business organization who are giving the advertisement in 

the newspaper. We designed our questionnaire in such a way that will provide the 

hint for five portal framework analyses and to confirm our hypothesis.  

In the empirical and analysis chapter we present our data which we gathered from the 

three different groups and we presented the outcomes in different charts and tables. 

We tried to relate our findings with each part of the research question and discussed 

potential answers for the research question. In relations to the first part of the research 

problem, we try to find out the existing situation of the print media in Bangladesh and 

the possibilities to new business idea such as free newspaper. After discussing the 

analysis we tried to conclude with our finding. 

 

1.1 Problem discussion 

The free newspaper concept is not well-known in Bangladesh. The key spotlight of 

the thesis is to find out the possibility to start a free newspaper company in 

Bangladesh and also to find out the dimension of the existing advertisement market in 

Bangladesh. In some developed countries free newspaper concept is common and 

companies are doing business with this concept. So it has been a question why this 

free newspaper concept is not practiced in this region or specially Bangladesh? Why 

investors have not taken initiative to work with this concept? They may perceive that 

it will not attract sufficient advertisement from different sources. Readers are not used 

with the word free newspaper. In Bangladesh the advertisement market size for 

formal and informal advertisement agency is accounted for about tk.3 billion in 

Bangladesh.1 Again, literacy rate is higher in developed countries where free news 

                                                        
1 @ Copyright by Asiatic Society of Bangladesh. “advertising”, available online at 
http://banglapedia.search.com.bd/HT/A_0049.htm 

http://banglapedia.search.com.bd/HT/A_0049.htm
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paper has created a strong position in news paper industry and among the readers. In 

Bangladesh literacy rate is low and readership is positively related with the level of 

education. According to national media survey 2002 readership was found about 26% 

in Bangladesh.2 The likely cause of this low level of readership may be readers need 

to pay for reading news paper. Radio and television news are also used as a source of 

news in Bangladesh which might also be a major root for low readership level. 

Wealth possession also has impact on readership of newspapers.3 However, If we 

look at the factors that contributed to the increase of readership of free dailies where 

it has become successful, we can see that consumers increasing their preferences 

towards the quick update rather than lengthy readings. Free papers are attracting 

young readers that traditional newspaper failed to do. Aura Jordan, business analyst 

with the world association of newspapers, says-“it’s not quality journalism but free 

dailies deliver information that’s meaningful enough for that day. They have found 

their audience”4. Another factor that has stimulated the growth of readership as a 

whole is convenient and lively format of free papers in terms of distribution and 

content5. It’s really challenge for free newspaper to enhance the level of readership.  

To increase the readership level free newspaper need much higher distribution6.  

The four factor model of innovation has brought attractiveness of free papers to 

readers, especially metro7. Motivation and low barrier facilitate the attractiveness of 

                                                                                                                                                              
 
2 “National media survey 2002”, conducted by Associates for community and population research. 
Available 
online at http://www.bangladesh-ccp.org/NationalMediaSurvey2002.pdf  

3 “National media survey 2002”, conducted by Associates for community and population research. 
Available 
online at http://www.bangladesh-ccp.org/NationalMediaSurvey2002.pdf   

4 Copyright © 2007 ProQuest-CSA LLC, “A free shot in the arm”, available online at 
http://proquest.umi.com/pqdlink?Ver=1&Exp=10-26-
2008&REQ=1&Cert=lXu3PbBnxTzlrF7ZLHL04vTPSFbjpPSRoP0qt7habI9jgm9Yq4qrPKI%2fi9WC
StPl&DID=1138771531#fulltext  
 
5 Copyright © 2007 ProQuest-CSA LLC, “A free shot in the arm”, available online at 
http://proquest.umi.com/pqdlink?Ver=1&Exp=10-26-
2008&REQ=1&Cert=lXu3PbBnxTzlrF7ZLHL04vTPSFbjpPSRoP0qt7habI9jgm9Yq4qrPKI%2fi9WC
StPl&DID=1138771531#fulltext  
 
6 Guardian unlimited © Guardian News and Media Limited 2007, Wednesday June 6 2007“WAN: Can 
a free newspaper be a quality newspaper?” available online at 
http://blogs.guardian.co.uk/organgrinder/2007/06/wan_can_a_free_newspaper_be_a.html  

http://www.bangladesh-ccp.org/NationalMediaSurvey2002.pdf
http://www.bangladesh-ccp.org/NationalMediaSurvey2002.pdf
http://proquest.umi.com/pqdlink?Ver=1&Exp=10-26-2008&REQ=1&Cert=lXu3PbBnxTzlrF7ZLHL04vTPSFbjpPSRoP0qt7habI9jgm9Yq4qrPKI%2fi9WCStPl&DID=1138771531#fulltext
http://proquest.umi.com/pqdlink?Ver=1&Exp=10-26-2008&REQ=1&Cert=lXu3PbBnxTzlrF7ZLHL04vTPSFbjpPSRoP0qt7habI9jgm9Yq4qrPKI%2fi9WCStPl&DID=1138771531#fulltext
http://proquest.umi.com/pqdlink?Ver=1&Exp=10-26-2008&REQ=1&Cert=lXu3PbBnxTzlrF7ZLHL04vTPSFbjpPSRoP0qt7habI9jgm9Yq4qrPKI%2fi9WCStPl&DID=1138771531#fulltext
http://proquest.umi.com/pqdlink?Ver=1&Exp=10-26-2008&REQ=1&Cert=lXu3PbBnxTzlrF7ZLHL04vTPSFbjpPSRoP0qt7habI9jgm9Yq4qrPKI%2fi9WCStPl&DID=1138771531#fulltext
http://proquest.umi.com/pqdlink?Ver=1&Exp=10-26-2008&REQ=1&Cert=lXu3PbBnxTzlrF7ZLHL04vTPSFbjpPSRoP0qt7habI9jgm9Yq4qrPKI%2fi9WCStPl&DID=1138771531#fulltext
http://proquest.umi.com/pqdlink?Ver=1&Exp=10-26-2008&REQ=1&Cert=lXu3PbBnxTzlrF7ZLHL04vTPSFbjpPSRoP0qt7habI9jgm9Yq4qrPKI%2fi9WCStPl&DID=1138771531#fulltext
http://blogs.guardian.co.uk/organgrinder/2007/06/wan_can_a_free_newspaper_be_a.html
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free newspaper to its reader. This motivation and low barrier influenced by four 

factors that depicts the four factor model of innovation success. These factors are 

lower price, higher benefit, easy to use, easy to buy. Lower price and higher benefit 

work as motivational factor to read free newspaper. On the other hand easy to use and 

easy to buy has removed the barrier to get access to the free newspaper. These four 

factors together influence motivation and removal of barriers that brings the 

attractiveness to the reader of free news paper.  Free paper have no price at all, wider 

availability in markets such as public places and different easy distribution channels. 

Format of the paper makes it easy to read quickly. This four factor model is 

successful with its readers but not with the profitability of the company8. A problem 

is since there is fixed cost and it takes time to establish their presence most 

newspapers loose money for first several years of publication. So the cost during the 

first few years should be treated as investment. 

In Bangladesh clients of advertising agencies comprise of private national companies 

(PNC), multinational companies (MNC) and non-government organizations (NGOs). 

Major client of the print media in Bangladesh for getting advertisement in their paper 

is government. Newspapers in Bangladesh generate revenue through cover sales as 

well as advertisement revenue. Government is the major client of newspaper 

advertisement but the rate paid by government for advertisement is relatively low. 

Currently the rate is tk.208 per column inch9. But it doesn’t seem as a problem for 

free paper. Rather it could be a source of advantage over the paid dailies. Because the 

source of advertising revenue targeted by free news paper are mainly commercial 

organization. At the initial level government may not consider free newspaper as 

medium of advertisement. Another factor that can contribute to the success of free 

                                                                                                                                                              
7 © Creative commons license, “Metro's 20 minute newspaper” 25 October 2004. Available online at 
http://www.biz-architect.com/metro_newspaper.htm (downloaded June 30 2007). 

8 © Creative commons license, “Metro's 20 minute newspaper” 25 October 2004. Available online at 
http://www.biz-architect.com/metro_newspaper.htm (downloaded June 30 2007). 

 
9 © 2007. The Regents of the University of California, “BANGLADESH: Cut tax, save newspapers” 
Monday, June 6, 2005. Available online at http://www.asiamedia.ucla.edu/article.asp?parentid=25333 
(downloaded July 10 2007) 
 

http://www.biz-architect.com/metro_newspaper.htm
http://www.biz-architect.com/metro_newspaper.htm
http://www.asiamedia.ucla.edu/article.asp?parentid=25333
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newspaper is cheap labour in Bangladesh. It could also help to gain advantage in 

printing, news collection and cheap distribution. 

Compared to delivery system of free newspaper in other countries, Bangladesh 

transportation system is not well organized as others developed countries. It is very 

rush in Bangladesh while people go for work. People even travel standing on the bus 

and train. But there is gathering of people at the bus station and different public 

places. So the alternative distribution channel is possible to fit in Bangladesh. The 

most important factor that can make it possible to work free newspaper effectively in 

Bangladesh is the large number of population. Total population of Bangladesh is now 

124 355 263 (July 2001 est.) and 62.8% population lies between ages of 15-6410.  

This group of population are attractive for commercial companies for marketing their 

product. This population base can create scope for free newspaper in Bangladesh.  

 

1.2 Purpose of the study 

The main objective of the thesis is to explore the situation of the advertisement 

market and newspaper industry in Bangladesh. Also, the aim is to know about the 

readership and growth of the newspaper market which will be the back bone of the 

free news paper company. We also try to find out the real situation of readership in 

Dhaka city specifically which is our main geographical area for future market.  

 

 

1.3 Target market of the study 

We have tried to dig out the information concerning the newspaper industry and 

advertisement market in Bangladesh in order to provide the real scenario for future 

investment in this sector. We believe that in the future there is huge possibility or 

potential field for free newspaper in Bangladesh. In our thesis we provided all 

available information and current statistic which will be helpful for companies to 

invest in this sector. 

 

 

                                                        
10 © www.discoverybangladesh.com, meet Bangladesh, available online at    
http://www.discoverybangladesh.com/meetbangladesh/statistic.html 

http://www.discoverybangladesh.com/
http://www.discoverybangladesh.com/meetbangladesh/statistic.html
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1.4 Prior research on free newspaper 

From our reading list we would like to mention some incredibly important research 

work on free newspaper concept. First, “Metro on the Swedish newspaper market” by 

Wadbring and Weibull (2000), where they have tried to focus on Swedish newspaper 

market and the concepts of Metro and its relation with the economic market. They 

have found that strong readership, unique distribution and targeting new generation 

helps metro to get the quick success in the media market. Second, “Reinventing 

newspapers free dailies- readers and market” by Piet Bakker from Netherlands 

discusses the lift of the free dailies in different countries, the economic and legal 

issues and different business model for free newspaper. He has shown that how free 

newspaper gaining the market in terms of circulation, the target group specially the 

young readers and also they overcome the issues such as economic and legal. He also 

provided three different business models such as the defense model, the prevention 

model and the expansion model. Lastly, the research work done by Ellen Sporstøl 

where the topic is “Free papers in Spain: 20 minutes of fame or here to stay” mainly 

concentrate on the launch, current status and future potential of 20 minutes in the 

Spain market. In her research she concludes that the attraction to free papers lie both 

in the differences and similarities between free papers and traditional papers. The 

research includes an investigation of the Spanish print media landscape, the written 

press and the micromarketing environment, and she concludes that the Spanish 

market is very attractive to free news paper producers.  

 

 

1.5 Methodology   

In this section we describe the methods used in this thesis and also try to fit the best 

process for the study. This methodology has provided us the guideline on how to 

collect data and analyze them in correct manner. In social research, methodologies 

defined as broadly (qualitative or quantitative) or narrowly (grounded theory or 

conversation analysis).    

Free newspapers are not very familiar in every country, particularly in Bangladesh 

this concept does not exist at present. As per our knowledge this thesis work is the 
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first research projects that focus on modern free news paper in Bangladesh 

perspective. Due to limited materials and lot of hurdles we performed an exploratory 

research which was carried out on primary data as well as some secondary data. Our 

focus was exclusively qualitative and we tried to come across the extremely 

confidential data for the newspaper industry and the signal of current advertisement 

market. The motivation for choosing the qualitative research is this sort of research 

helps to gain a profound understanding of the concepts which has limited background 

and indeed very much new for the people. According to Fostør (1998), the following 

figure (see figure 1) says the research paradigm and we try to use certain quality 

criteria (reliability, validity etc) to fulfill certain standards. 

 

 

       Figure 1: Research paradigm for methodology 

       Source: Foster (1998) p. 81 

We have conducted our survey in three different groups like newspaper companies, 

different organization or companies who gives the advertisement on the newspaper 

and finally the people who read the newspaper. This process ultimately helps us to 

understanding the concept of free newspaper and the possibility to sustain in 

Bangladesh market. As we know that qualitative research involves an in-depth 

understanding of human behavior and habits which start with different types of 

question and investigation in the field of selected topic.  Qualitative research sparkles 

at describing the story from the viewpoint of existing players and providing 

Research 
purpose  

Research 
approach  

Research 
strategy 
gy  

Data 
collection 

Sample 
selection 

Data 
analysis 

Quality standards for Research 

Research paradigm 
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comfortable and descriptive details. In case of limited and tough information 

qualitative research is more effective than the quantitative one. Bangladesh market is 

more flexible and less organized than any developed country market.  

 

1.5.1 Selection of the topic 

Information plays a central role in present world. Newspaper still plays an essential 

role as the conveyor of information. Through there are many other sources of 

information such as radio, television and internet in electronic media, books and 

magazines in print media, telephone and wireless communication etc, no other source 

ever could come close to the newspaper. When we saw the free paper Metro 

distributed freely in different transport point in Sweden we thought it would be nice 

business concepts in Bangladesh. After the discussion with our teacher and fellow 

colleague we have decided to carry on our master thesis on this concept. Bangladesh 

is one of the densely populated countries in the world and the capital Dhaka is the 

busiest metropolitan city in the world. It has the all optimistic characteristic for a free 

newspaper and would be the most desirable future market for the free newspaper 

company. We were also excited to study the newspaper industry and advertisement 

market and there trends in Bangladesh, readership among young people in urban 

areas and feasibility to run free newspaper in the prevailing situation.  

             

 

1.5.2 Formulation the Research Question 

After reading different research on free newspaper concepts and its features we have 

concentrated ourselves on formulation the research questions. We have found very 

few information regarding free newspaper and Bangladesh. 

To do the research in right track and sort out our research questions such as If there is 

market for free dailies in Bangladesh and what is the situation of existing 

advertisement market in Bangladesh, different case studies is a logical choice of our 

methodology. In addition, the case study is a good way of addressing processes that 

have not been thoroughly researched (Leonard –Barton 1990). We went through 

different case studies and developed our questionnaire to find out the answers of our 

research question. This methodology gives us a unique chance to get in depth 
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information about the related topics and by conducting the case studies we can gather 

information that we can not find from our survey such as future of the free 

newspaper, accurate distribution channel for Bangladesh etc. By definition, a case 

study is a history of events in past or present and uses information from multiple 

sources. The case study could include data from direct observation, systematic 

interviewing as well as information from public or private archives (Yin 1994) 

In case of free newspaper it would be helpful for us to look various case studies. We 

have studied various research works such as Reinventing newspaper free dailies – 

readers and markets by Piet Bakker (2002), free paper in Spain: 20 minutes of fame 

or here to stay by Ellen Sporstøl and many more. This case study helps us a lot to 

gain the knowledge of free newspaper and its attribute.   

 

 

1.5.3 Research design 

The research has carried out in Bangladesh market. Topic of the research is more 

generic. Newspaper industry, advertisement market and news consumer in 

Bangladesh is the main focus in this research paper. However, the basic thing is to 

provide a way to prepare a business plan for free newspaper in Bangladesh. 

Population of the research are existing newspaper companies, different business 

organizations that spend significant portion of their revenue on advertisement and 

news consumers. Since this research is for free newspaper there is little cost 

implication for readers. The rationale for selecting these populations is news readers 

are targeted by Newspaper Company and they are the ultimate consumer in this 

sector. Newspaper companies are directly involved with publishing and distributing 

newspaper. Finally, since the newspaper is free to readers it must have a source of 

revenue for the sustainability of the paper. Hence advertisement is the core source of 

revenue. That is why business organization with large advertisement expenditure also 

comes into consideration. The general way to carry out the research is to investigate 

the market for free newspaper in Bangladesh. In this case we would perform industry 

analysis guided by porter’s five forces framework. Then we are also going to carry 

out competitive analysis guided by porter’s framework. The way the research is going 

to be carried out will be based on combination of method. Industry analysis will be 
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carried out by interviews and secondary data. Customer analysis will be done based 

on survey. Finally, the competitive analysis will be based on interviews and 

secondary data. The grounds for selecting this approach is that, using this method we 

will be able to have better understanding regarding the situation of newspaper 

industry, advertisement market, and news consumers demand. The limitation that 

guided us to choose this method is that there is limited scope to deal with secondary 

source of information. That is why the research work is to be done with first hand 

data collected by our own. In Bangladesh there is no officially published information 

regarding newspaper industry, advertisement market and readership. 

  

1.5.4 Gathering Data  

In collecting data for our research we have adopted non probability sampling 

technique. Samples have selected through judgemental sampling. The underlying 

principle for choosing this method is limited availability of resources to us 

particularly financial support and time. 

We have collected our data for industry and competitive analysis using semi-

structured interviews using questionnaire. Also we have tried to collect secondary 

information from published journal, articles. The length of each interview did not take 

more then 30 minutes. So the question of the interviews were arrange in a way that 

interviewer would be able to cover all the necessary aspects within specific time 

period. We have selected 10 major newspaper companies and 50 commercial 

organizations in this regard. 

 To understand the readership and trend of people’s selection regarding newspaper, 

we developed questionnaire and we have collected primary data. We have covered 

300 respondents in different place in Dhaka cities and we have chosen different age 

groups.  The respondents have classified according to age group and gender.  

 

 

1.5.5 Three types of questionnaire design  

A survey in the form of a questionnaire is one of the most prevalent ways in 

collecting original data, attitude measurements in a large population. We have chosen 

semi structure close ended questions to carry out survey in three different groups such 
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as Newspaper Company, private organization who gives the advertisement in 

newspaper and the people who read and buy the newspaper. We have designed three 

set of questionnaire for these three groups. From these three groups we have selected 

10 populations for Newspaper Companies, 50 populations for private organization 

and 300 populations for newspaper consumer. For the newspaper company we 

provide 50 questions which did not take more than 30 minutes and for the private 

organization we make very short questionnaire which only contains 10 questions. For 

the newspaper readers we only ask 10 question which very straight forwarding and 

easy to answer.     

   

1.5.6 Rationale of choosing questionnaire  

Research can be defined as seeking answers and explaining problems in order to 

develop knowledge.  Our primary focus of this thesis is to present the current 

situation of newspaper industry and the existing advertisement market in this sector. 

For this purpose, we have to find out the actual figures and statistics from different 

newspaper companies over the period of last five years. Due to lack of proper and 

dependable source for information regarding our analysis in Bangladesh we have 

chosen questionnaire survey. Our main objective was to find out the actual motive for 

choosing newspaper for advertisement by the different private organization and how 

it affects the business itself and which age group of people read newspaper. By using 

questionnaire we have found almost concrete amount spent by the different 

organizations in different years. Also the focus of our questionnaire is to get an idea 

that what people know about free newspaper and what there expectation in future 

from the newspaper. We did not force to answer every question to our population 

because we want their natural opinion and we want the actual statistics in this sector. 

          

1.5.7 Getting Respondents 

Each successful research work is predominantly dependent on its respondents. A well 

organized survey technique helps the researcher to discover all hidden information 

from its population. We tried to cover all categories people and organization to 

address our research question. We have taken most popular as well as less popular 

newspaper and medium subscribed Newspaper Company to get the actual 
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circumstances in the industry. In case of company survey we have chosen big, 

medium and small size company of different sector. When we were surveying 

consumer of newspaper we tried to get the information from different age groups and 

different social groups. By doing this we have got close to the actual scenario of 

whole society and the real picture of the industry. We were able to collect information 

from 9 Newspaper Company for company & industry analysis and 30 private 

organizations for advertisement market and almost 300 respondents of news 

consumers for the analysis of readership. 

 

 

1.5.8 Reliability and Validity 

Every research work is supposed to represent a logical set of statements and we can 

judge the quality of the design according to certain logical tests. There are four tests 

are relevant such as constructs validity, internal validity, external validity and 

reliability (Yin 2003). Although the term reliability is a concept used for testing or 

evaluating quantitative research, this is also used in all kind of research. A good 

qualitative study can help us to understand a situation that would otherwise be 

enigmatic or confusing (Eisner, 1991.p.58). Another researcher Patton (2001) states 

that validity and reliability are two factors which any qualitative researcher should be 

concerned about while designing a study, analysing the results and judging the quality 

of the study. The concept of validity is described by a wide range of terms in 

qualitative studies. We tried to make our three sets questionnaires as simple as 

possible. To reach different age groups and different economical stage of the society 

we have surveyed in different location in the city. In our questionnaire we provided 

very easy questions and multiple answers which would not take much time. To survey 

the newspaper companies and private organizations we described our research topic 

to the respondents because there are so many confidential information which they 

wouldn’t like to disclose otherwise. But somehow we managed them and ensure them 

that we are not going to share this information to third party and we are doing our 

research only for an academic purpose. In that sense our questionnaires and answers 

are very reliable and trustworthy. To ensure reliability in qualitative research, 

examination of trustworthiness is crucial (Seale 1999). All the data was collected 
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according to the conceptual frame where the selected theories have been discussed for 

our study. Private organizations have been considered for the base of the current 

advertisement market and we tried to come up with some figures which indicate the 

future situation of the market. In our theoretical framework we have chosen porter 

frame work which ultimately describes the market strategies of newspaper industry. 

We have also calculated Herfindahl-Hirschman index which measures the size of the 

firms in relation to newspaper industry and also an indicator of the amount of 

competition among the companies. In any qualitative research deeper understanding 

is more important that examines features of the surface.    
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Chapter Two 

 

2.  Newspaper and Bangladesh 

 

2.1 History of the Newspaper 

From the very beginning of the civilization, our societies have used print media to 

express news and information to the people. In case of the newspaper the Roman 

“Acta Diurna” emerging around 59 B.C, is the first recorded “Newspaper”. However, 

beginning of 8th century the first newspaper was as hand-written newssheets in 

Beijing in China. 

The printing press, mainly invented by Johann Gutenberg in 1447, is the first modern 

newspaper. During this era newsletters basically abounding an increasing business 

class with news related to trade and businesses. Next, in 1556 the Venetian 

government circulated “Notizie scritte” for which readers paid a tiny coin for 

purchasing that. 

In the first half of the 17th century, newspapers began to show as normal and frequent 

publications. The modern newspapers were first introduced in western European 

countries like Germany in 1665, Gazette in 1631 in France, Nieuwe Tijdingen in 

1616 in Belgium and the London Gazette in 1665 in England. The main contents 

were local issues in those newspapers in the late 17th century. Newspaper banners did 

set on air at the end of the English Civil War, while Oliver Cromwell tried to control 

all reports on the eve of the completing. In 1766, Sweden was the crucial country to 

pass a law defending press freedom in the history of Newspaper. 

The creation of the telegraph in 1844 transformed print media into new feature. In 

present, information could be transferred within a matter of minutes, permitting for 

more frequently. By the middle of the 19th century, newspapers were becoming the 

most important means of publishing and receiving information. That period known as 

the “golden age” of print media and that time media mogul such as William Randolph 
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Hearst, Joseph Pulitzer, and Lord Northcliffe constructed massive publishing fields. 

These peoples had enormous power within the media industry at that time. 

 

 

2.2 History of newspaper in the subcontinent 

The first newspaper was introduced in the subcontinent in 1780 and that was the early 

phase of British stage. The first institutional newspaper was Bengal Gazette. Another 

newspaper Calcutta General Advertiser published on 29th January 1780 by James 

Augustus at the same period. It was basically 2 pages of English weekly newspaper. 

In the next six years four newspaper appeared in Calcutta such as Calcutta Gazette in 

1784, Bengal Journal by government in 1785, Oriental Magazine of Calcutta 

Amusement in 1785 and Calcutta Chronicle in 1786.11. In that time all the newspaper 

was strongly controlled by the government. At that moment government was not 

ready to allow criticism of their any sort of work. From 1780 to the nineteenth 

century most of the owner and editor of the mentioned newspaper was arrested for 

their anti government attitude. The first newspaper in Bengali ownership was 

published in 1818. The opening daily newspaper in the subcontinent was Calcutta 

journal published in 1819. 

During 1780-1846 the majority of the newspaper was published from Calcutta. The 

geographic region that is now recognized as Bangladesh was much undeveloped with 

little literacy rate and pathetic communication system. At that period facilities for 

printing was few and costly. The first weekly in the country of today’s Bangladesh 

was Rangpur Bartabaha, introduced in 1847. The first English weekly published from 

Dhaka was Dhaka News in 1856 and after that at least ten newspapers from diverse 

places of East Bengal were published at the late nineteenth century. During 1900-

1947 when national renaissance born with powerful political activism in this 

subcontinent, the potential for high growth of newspaper was improved a lot. The 

first daily was Jyoti, published in 1921 from Chittagong. At that occasion nearly all 

newspapers were opinion oriented and compacted with literature, socio-economic 

problems, improvement and mainly religion based. The newspaper industry was 

                                                        
11 http://banglapedia.search.com.bd/HT/N_0169.htm 
 

http://banglapedia.search.com.bd/HT/N_0169.htm
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adversely affected after the partition of Bengal in 1947 due to lot of reasons. The 

newspapers were uncertain and worried and started to shut down one after another. In 

next decade the number of newspapers and periodical declined dramatically from 259 

to 160 in the whole region. Before 1971 there were 29 dailies, 3 bi-weeklies, 109 

weeklies and most of them publishing from Dhaka. During the liberation war (1971) 

the newspaper business received a serious shake when the Pakistani army 

intentionally burnt most popular newspaper company such as the People, Ittefaq, and 

Sangbad etc. But with the help of government and the tremendous growth of the 

newspaper business rebuilt the most popular newspaper company within few years.  

 

Freedom of press in Bangladesh 

Before 16 December 1971 there were 10 daily newspapers in Bangladesh. From the 

very beginning of the independence Bangladesh press has been enjoying the whole 

freedom for publishing any sort of news. But in 1973 government banned all 

newspaper and only four newspapers were permitted. However, after 1975 the new 

military government revoked the restriction and the press enjoyed the full 

independence. An enormous number of newspapers and periodicals were brought out 

during 1990s and afterwards. The newspaper industry mainly operates under relevant 

Articles of the country's Constitution and the Penal Code, the Code of Criminal 

Procedure, the Official Secrets Act, the Special Powers Act, the Printing Press and 

Publications act mainly for Declaration and Registration, the Telegraph Act, the Post 

Office Act, the Foreign Relations Act, and the Copyright Ordinance. Although there 

are no dependable data on the circulation of newspapers and periodicals, the average 

circulation of the daily newspapers and periodicals in 1997 was estimated at 

2,237,960 and 987,810 respectively. According to official government figures, a total 

of 286 dailies and 1,522 periodicals were published in 1997-98. More than 90 percent 

of these were in Bengali language and rest published in English. 

 

2.3 History of free Newspaper 

The history of free dailies is not that rich as the paid newspaper. The first free daily 

newspapers named as metro first launched in Sweden in 1995 and by the year 2002 

more than 85 free daily newspapers were commenced in 32 countries, more than 70 
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of them still exist and doing business very well. About 238 free papers and roughly 

44 million copies circulated in everyday and more than 200 million people reading 

every day in 58 countries in whole world. We first get familiar with the idea of free 

newspaper business in Sweden when we came here for education in 2006. In a 

particular, we took two free newspapers named as “Urban” and “Metro” as our model 

of research. Their organized strategies could be fruitful to apply in Asian region. In 

the long run these tactics may expand into more optimistic strategies such as 

converting ‘non-readers’ or people who read paid to the free newspapers. Existing 

companies are developing policies to gain from the growing readership of newspapers 

shaped by free papers. We took a south Asian country, Bangladesh as our target 

market. 

 

 

Table 1: The development of free newspaper 

 1995 2002 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 

Countries 2 32 37 43 51 56 58 

Titles 2 85 127 161 225 247 238 

Circulation(,000) 231 12596 18073 24634 35861 41511 44014 
 
Source:www.newspaperinnovation.com/wpcontent/uploads/incirculation_julaug08_bakker.pdf 
 

 

 

2.4 Positive facts in Bangladesh 

Bangladesh is the land of opportunity. About 150 million peoples are the base of 

investment in any commercial sector. One of the largest mobile phone operators in 

the world is Telenor and they have invested huge amount of money in Bangladesh 

since 1997.  Mr. Ola Ree, CEO of Grammen phone(local partner of Telenor) says, 

My impression is very positive regarding investment in Bangladesh , I would say I 

am more optimistic than expected”. Due to low readership and lower GDP there is 

massive challenge to establish free newspaper company but enormous peoples and 

201 daily news papers showing the positive sign for gaining the success in this 

regards. Bangladesh is in the path of a conversion from agrarian economy to an 
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industrial economy. The private sector is playing an gradually more active role in the 

economic life of the country which will be a positive sign for the newspaper industry. 

In short a solid average yearly GDP expansion of 5% over the last decade and exports 

have been gradually shifted from usual goods to more value added items indicate the 

improvement of the economy which ultimately increase the purchasing power of the 

peoples. 

     

 

2.5 Readership 

Readership is the main way of measuring success in the newspaper industry. Several 

editor agreed that readership is one of the most important and vital point for 

newspaper industry. As the readership increases, advertisers view the paper as an 

increasingly attractive spot and it increases the revenue of the paper. Historically 

there are some countries with high readership such as Sweden where 86% people at 

least read one newspaper in a day. On the other hand Bangladesh has only 26% 

readership which is very low and one of the main obstacle for the free newspaper. 

However, the economic situation of Bangladesh improving every decades and it will 

also facilitate the improvement in readership. 

 

 

2.6 Economy of Bangladesh 

Bangladesh is a developing country and agriculture is the main foundation of the 

economy. In recent years garment sector is emerging, export of goods and manpower 

are also contributing in GDP immensely. In Present, most of the population is 

engaged in agricultural activities. Among all exports goods Jute and tea are the 

primary sources of foreign exchange but recently some other goods also earning 

foreign remittance. Major obstacles of the country are frequent natural disaster such 

as cyclones and floods, incompetent state-owned enterprises, insufficient port 

amenities. The rapidly growing labor forces in Bangladesh are the main strength of 

industry sectors. For getting higher GDP growth in future, investments in both public 

and private sectors need to be accelerated. The existing political and economic 

steadiness has very much encouraged investment in private sector in recent years. The 
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administration is loyal to market economy and has been following policies for the 

carry and encouragement in private investment and dropping barren expenditures in 

the public sector. Recently the government has taken few steps to support the 

planning system and build up reforms in the financial sector. 

 
 
Table 1.1: Economic overview of Bangladesh 
 

Fundamental economic indicators ($1=68tk) 

GDP-purchasing power $360.9 billion (2007 est.) 

GDP real growth rate 7.0% (2006 est.) 

GDP-per capita or purchasing power $2,270 (2007 est.) 

Aid-per capita $10.1 (2003) 

GDP-composition by division 

Agriculture 20.5% (2004) 

Industry 26.7% (2004) 

Services 52.8% (2004) 

Revenue, excluding grants 23.4% (2004) 

Population below poverty line 35.6% (1995-96 est.) 

Household income or spending by percentage share 

lowest 10% 3.9% 

highest 10% 28.6% (1996) 

Inflation rate (consumer prices) 5.8% (2000) 

 Source: www.discoverybangladesh.com/meetbangladesh/economy.html 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.discoverybangladesh.com/meetbangladesh/economy.html
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Chapter Three 

 

3 Theoretical frameworks 

 

3.1 Porter five forces  

Industry analysis describes the landscape in which a company will be operating. Here 

the discussion will be focused on market size, trends, customers & competition, data 

sources, multiple industries. Michael porter has provided a frame work that models an 

industry is being influenced by five forces. Business manager can use this model to 

come up with an edge over its rival firms and can have a better understanding of the 

industry context within which the company will operate. 

 
   Figure 2: porter’s five forces framework 

   Source: http://www.quickmba.com/strategy/porter.shtml 
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Competition among rivals drives profit to zero. It helps to understand the nature of 

the industry. Rivalry can be measured by indicator of industry concentration. 

Concentration ratio is one such measure. CR indicates the percentage of market share 

by the 4 largest firms and it is calculated using HHI index which is discussed in the 

following section. High concentration ratio indicates that the competitive situation is 

closer to mono poly. Large market share is held by few firms. Low concentration is 

understood as there are many firms in the industry and no one has significant market 

share. Industry with low concentration ratio is said to be very competitive. Intensity 

of concentration helps to determine competitive move for the firms. Firms can gain 

advantage over its rivals through different competitive moves like-changing price, 

improving product differentiation, creative use of distribution channel, exploiting 

relationship with suppliers. Also intensity of rivalry is influenced by several industry 

characteristics like- larger number of firms, slow market growth, high fixed cost, high 

storage cost, low switching cost, low level of product differentiation, high strategic 

stakes, high exit barriers, diversity of rivals, industry shakeout. 

In porters model threat of substitute refers to the product of other industry. As more 

substitute become available demand becomes more elastic since customer have more 

alternative. Close substitute product is constraint for firms to be able to raise price. 

Threat of substitutes typically impacts industry through price competition. 

Power of buyer also influences the industry structure. Generally when buyer is in 

strong position they can control price. Normally buyer is considered to be strong if 

there are few buyers with significant market share, the product is standardized and 

also when buyer has the ability to buy producing firm or rivals. Alternatively buyers 

are considered weak when producers threaten forward integration, high switching 

cost, buyers are fragmented and when producers supplies significant portion of 

buyers’ input. 

An industry requires raw material, labor, input, components and other supplies. This 

leads to buyer supplier relationship between the industry and the firms that provide 

supplies. When there is credible forward integration threat by suppliers, and suppliers 

are concentrated then suppliers are considered powerful. Also high switching cost, 

powerful customer leads suppliers to be powerful. On the other hand supplier is 
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considered weak if there are many competitive suppliers, credible backward 

integration threat by purchaser, concentrated purchaser, and weak purchaser. 

Possibility of new firm entering into the market affects competition. In case of free 

entry and exit into the industry keeps the profit level nominal. In reality industry 

possesses characteristics that protect high profit for the firm in the market and inhibit 

additional rival from entering into the market. This is called barriers to entry. From 

strategic perspective barriers to barriers can be created to enhance firm’s competitive 

advantage. Barriers to entry may arise from several sources- government created 

barriers, patents and proprietary knowledge; asset specificity can impose barriers to 

entry. 

The competitive analysis section starts with defining competition. Since most 

business plan wants to show that the product has unique nature and it has no or little 

completion but in reality it give rise to the competition dilemma. Here the discussion 

will go with this dilemma and solving this dilemma. It will also discuss about the 

competitor selection, describing competitors and competitive advantage. Strength of 

the competition is the key to find the competitive advantage. Framework for 

developing the strategy for growth can be developed through defining the key 

industrial competitive pressure. Analyzing the primary competitor and their strength, 

weakness, opportunity, threat helps to determine target market, marketing plan, 

customer service, sales forecasting and sales planning. 

Examination of the following factors assists in competitive analysis. 

• The level of rivalry among the competing sellers in the industry 

• Reviewing the strategies of the companies 

• Analyzing the ease of entry for a new competitor 

• Determining the bargaining power of the suppliers of key component 

• Determining the bargaining power of the buyers of the product 

• Discovering options for the distribution of the product. 

 

Porter’s framework for competitive analysis 

This framework is alienated into two parts. One is objective and assumption, the other 

part is strategy and resources & capabilities of the competitors. These four facet gives 
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competitor response profile which gives an understanding what actions may 

competitor can take 

 
  Figure 3: porter’s framework for competitive analysis 

  Source: http://www.netmba.com/strategy/competitor-analysis/ 

 

 

Competitor’s objective 

 

In building knowledge about the competitor objective two factors to be noted. First 

one is to be acquainted with the real objective of the competitor. This could vary from 

gaining market share in a particular market or in overall business, ingoing a new 

market or maintaining the profitability simply. This should look ate current 

competitor as well as potential competitor. Another factor is to know whether 

competitor is achieving their stated objectives. Attention to these two factors will 

offer an assumption regarding the actions of the competitor to changes in this sector. 

As part of competitor analysis, firm should identify their competitor and be able to 

define their objective and the possibility of achieving those objectives. Some of the 

questions to be asked to identify competitor’s objective are short term and long term 

objectives, their financial objectives, area of the firm’s investment. 
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Competitor’s assumption 

 

Another aspect of competitor’s analysis is to understand the assumption of the 

competitor regarding the overall market. That is, trends in the market, product, and 

consumer. Competitor’s action could be defined based on their assumption about the 

growth of the market. Some questions to address for this aspect are: what is 

competitor’s viewpoint regarding the development of the market? Who is the most 

profitable consumer to the competitor? 

 

Competitor’s strategy 

 

The third aspect of competitor analysis is to understand competitor’s strategy. 

Strategy for public firms is stated but this is not the case with other kind of 

organization. In this situation strategies for organization in a certain situation can 

easily be understood by consulting with industry experts to get their viewpoints. 

Number of factors that is needed to be addressed is: the strategy and plans of 

competitor in their key market. Market or the product that competitor will focus on. 

 

Competitor’s resource and capabilities 

 

The final aspect of competitor analysis is to develop knowledge of what resources 

and capabilities competitor has. It helps to get an idea of how competitors can achieve 

its strategy and objectives. For this information can be collected from large part of 

articles and news. Some of the questions in this regard are: what is the level of 

resources to the competitor to invest? What are the areas of potency for the 

competitor? 

 

Competitor response profile 

 

The analysis of the four aspects of the competitor analysis results in competitor 

response profile. In this profile firm can define its thoughts on how competitor may 
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act based on the understanding set by the competitor analysis. This provides a ground 

for firm to have an understanding of how to react to competitor actions. 

The customer analysis is necessary to assess the customer segment that the business 

organization will serve. Here needs of the target customer must be conveyed. This 

analysis must show to what extent the product can meet the customer needs. It will 

also focus on customer demographic and decision making, customer’s customer and 

so on. 

 

3.2 Herfindahl-Hirschman index 

"HHI" means the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index, a generally acknowledged measure of 

market concentration. It is calculated by squaring the market share of every firm 

contending in the market and then summing the ensuing numbers.  

The HHI considers the relative size and allocation of the firms in a market. It gets 

close to zero when a market consists of a large number of firms of fairly identical 

size. The HHI increases with the decrease in number of firms in the market and with 

the increase inequality in size between those firms12. 

Markets with HHI between 1000 and 1800 points are considered to be fairly 

concentrated and those with HHI is in excess of 1800 points are considered to be 

concentrated. The index involves taking the market share of the individual market 

competitor, squaring it, and adding them together13.  

HHI= ( )
2

1
∑
≈

N

I
IMS  

This could be elaborately discussed with one illustration. For example if there is only 

one company in the industry then the HHI will be 1002= 10000. In this situation if 

another firm enters into the market the value of HHI will be 
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2
100

2
100

=5000.  

                                                        
12 http://www.usdoj.gov/atr/public/testimony/hhi.htm 
 
13 © heinonline,Federal Reserve Bulletin, 1993 79: 188, Aavailable online at 
http://scholar.google.se/scholar?hl=en&lr=&q=info:IAKTtnvpd9gJ:scholar.google.com/&output=view
port&pg=1 
 

http://www.usdoj.gov/atr/public/testimony/hhi.htm
http://scholar.google.se/scholar?hl=en&lr=&q=info:IAKTtnvpd9gJ:scholar.google.com/&output=viewport&pg=1
http://scholar.google.se/scholar?hl=en&lr=&q=info:IAKTtnvpd9gJ:scholar.google.com/&output=viewport&pg=1
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If two more firm is added in to the industry the HHI will be 
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=2500.  

Here we see as the number of firm increases in the market the total market share is 

divided among the players in the market. Consequently, value of the HHI decreases 

which means the increase in the competition level. Furthermore existence of one firm 

in the market is known as monopoly but as the number of firms start to increase 

situation changes. Level of competition rises with more participants in the market. 

However, lower value of HHI indicates the higher competition in the industry. 
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Chapter four 

 

4 Empirical study and analysis   

 

4.1 Industry analysis 

The newspaper industry in Bangladesh has a large tendency of political favour. Three 

categories of newspaper are being published in Bangladesh. In Bangladesh there are 

two major political parties enjoying the democracy. There is some newspaper who 

always presents news in favour of there block such as there party preferred news, 

some are writing in favour of the others and some are presenting neutral news in their 

newspaper. Readers of news paper are also classified according to these criteria. A 

reader who is the follower of one political party he always goes for the one that 

publishes news in favour of his preferred party. Reader who is longing for neutral 

news they always go for the neutral one. So this is the trend based on which news 

paper companies are doing business. All the companies is doing business and making 

profit out of this because of the large population base and existence of different views 

in peoples’ mind about the political system. However, one important thing is to 

mention that Bangladesh is country of 150 million people. So it has a strong ground 

for searching business opportunities. Newspaper industry in Bangladesh is not huge 

in terms of monetary but in terms of circulation this industry is big enough. Once 

upon a time the industry was very much close to the monopolistic market but after 

1990 the market has turned to more competitive and advance in terms of technology. 

 

Now in Bangladesh there are 201 dailies that are being published, it’s a great 

enhancement. Competition in the newspaper industry is very tight. The size of the 

newspaper industry is increasing over time. During last five years the total sale of 

newspaper industry has gone up to 31.95 million TK.  
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 Figure 4 confirms the fact of the growth of the newspaper industry in Bangladesh.  
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 Figure 4: Daily sales (in million) 

The approximated market size of the newspaper industry in Bangladesh in terms of 

publication is 35.1 million copies as of 2006. If we look at the publication during last 

seven years it will help us to get the situation of newspaper industry growth. 
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 Figure 5: daily publication 

Figure 5 clearly shows that the size of the newspaper industry in terms of daily 

publication has been growing. In the year 2000 the daily publication of newspaper in 

the industry was 24.825 millions of copies whereas at the end of year 2006 it has 

reached to 35 millions of copies daily. If we compare the daily publication and daily 

sales during last five years it can be easily understood that there is an adequate 

amount of opportunity to perform well in the newspaper industry. 

Competition among rivals drives profit to zero. It helps to understand the nature of 

the industry. Rivalry can be measured by indicator of industry concentration. 

Concentration ratio is one such measure. CR indicates the percentage of market share 

by the 4 largest firms. High concentration ratio indicates that the competitive situation 
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is closer to monopoly; large market share is held by few firms. Low concentration is 

understood as the presence of many firms in the industry and no one has significant 

market share to manipulate the market. Industry with low concentration ratio is said 

to be very competitive. Intensity of concentration helps to determine competitive 

move for the firms. Firms can gain advantage over its rivals through different 

competitive moves like-changing price, improving product differentiation, creative 

use of distribution channel, exploiting relationship with suppliers. Also intensity of 

rivalry is influenced by several industry characteristics like- larger number of firms, 

slow market growth, high fixed cost, high storage cost, low switching cost, low level 

of product differentiation, high strategic stakes, high exit barriers, diversity of rivals, 

industry shakeout. 

Concentration ratio: 

Market share= firm sales/total market sales 

Sales can be measured in terms of value or unit 

HHI= ( )
2
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∑
≈
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Table 2: concentration ratio 

Name of the 
newspaper 
                    
                     Year 

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 

JUGANTOR 396.70 315.83 308.97 153.78 128.55 61.42 49.59 

PROTHOM ALO 
 

38.34 47.69 46.66 79.72 82.27 75.83 88.17 

SOMOKAL 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 22.11 19.20 

WEEKLY 
THIKANA 

0.60 3.06 4.39 9.46 14.86 11.42 9.80 

ITTEFAQ 41.60 47.69 46.66 79.72 82.27 75.83 88.17 

TOTAL 477.25 414.28 406.67 322.68 307.95 246.59 254.92 

Source: Primary data 

 

We tried to calculate industry concentration ratio by using Herfindahl- Hirschman 

Index. If HHI is above 1800 then the concentration ration is high and there is 

monopolist market. Nevertheless, from the survey from 2000 to 2006 it can be seen 
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that the calculated HHI for the newspaper market in Bangladesh is less than 1800, 

even less than 500. It depicts that the newspaper industry in Bangladesh is not 

concentrated that means there is no monopoly. 

 

4.1.1 Ranking for factors of sales 

We tried to find out the impact of price, product improvement, and use of distribution 

channel on sales in the newspaper industry in Bangladesh. In this process we 

interviewed some major companies that have been doing their business successfully 

in Bangladesh. We asked them to rank the factors of sales in between 1 to 3, where 

1=high, 2= medium, 3=low 

 

 

Table 3: ranking for factors of sales 

Sales factor Price  Product 
improvement 

Use of distribution channel 

JUGANTOR 1 2 2 
PROTHOM ALO 2 2 3 
SOMOKAL 1 2 3 
WEEKLY 
THIKANA 

2 3 2  

ITTEFAQ 3 2 3 
BSS 2 2 3 
Source: Primary data 

 

Form the result we see that 2 of the 6 companies said that price has a high impact on 

sales in the newspaper industry, whereas 3 says that price effect on sales is medium. 

Only one says that price has little effect to deal with the sales in the newspaper 

industry. In case of product improvement most of them have same views. They said 

that product improvement is moderately considered to enhance sales of newspaper. 

Finally, the other factor as a sales factor shows use of distribution channel is of little 

importance. Majority of them gave lower priority on the use of distribution channel. 

To validate this information we need to say that in market there is really no effective 

planning for distribution to increase the sales of newspaper. The sales channel used 

by the newspaper companies are news shop, hawkers, agent. And it has been 
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practiced from the beginning of newspaper business in Bangladesh. There is no 

innovation for the distribution channel from the start of newspaper business in 

Bangladesh. 

In case of price there is very price competition among the newspaper companies in 

Bangladesh. Prices of all the news papers in Bangladesh are almost same. There is no 

significant difference between the prices. Price is set keeping the cost benefit in 

consideration and most importantly considering the buying capacity of readers. There 

is no scope for monopoly business in newspaper industry in Bangladesh. Since there 

is too much competition, one can not set abnormal price. But price is determined 

considering the quality of newspaper itself. If we look at the price of the news papers 

of different companies for last seven years it will be easy to take on. 

 

 
Table 4: Price chart of news paper over time 

Source: primary data 
 

In the Table 4 if we see vertically we can look at the price difference between 

newspapers. Most popular newspaper has higher price than that of the newspaper that 

has less popularity. But the price is within the capacity of the reader. Again if we 

observe horizontally we see that price is consistent for each company in every year. 

There is no incidence for abnormal increase in the price. The maximum increase in 

the price is tk. 1 or 2, which is negligible. So newspaper companies doing business in 

Bangladesh are very much aware of the settlement of price. They never try to set their 

price beyond their quality.  

PRICE PER PAPER 
  

                                            YEAR 

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 
JUGANTOR 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 

PROTHOM ALO 6 6 6 7 7 8 8 

SOMOKAL 0 0 0  0  0 6 7 

WEEKLY THIKANA 5 5 5 6 6 8 8 

ITTEFAQ 6 6 7 7 8 8 8 
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The nature of competition in the newspaper industry in Bangladesh is highly 

influenced by the product excellence. Price competition has a little effect. Also the 

price set by every newspaper is based on the worth of the newspaper. Superiority of 

the newspaper is reflected in the number of readers captured by each news paper. The 

information we have gathered regarding price clearly reveals that there is price 

difference among newspaper to some extent. This difference is because of the value 

of the news presented and the popularity to the readers. If we look at the price chart of 

the most popular newspapers it can be clearly seen that there is negligible change in 

the price for a particular newspaper. It implies, the price range is set according to the 

quality of the news that is readers are willing to pay for. 

Exit and entry is not easy in the newspaper industry in Bangladesh. As it is very 

difficult to enter in to the industry it is very difficult to get out of the industry by 

shutting down. Here we present the views of the five top ranked newspapers 

regarding the exit and entry situation in the newspaper industry in Bangladesh. 

 

Table5: entry in newspaper industry in Bangladesh 

Entry Hard Easy Rank 1-5 

JUGANTOR Yes  1 

PROTHOM ALO Yes  1 

SOMOKAL Yes  1 

WEEKLY THIKANA Yes  1 

ITTEFAQ Yes  1 

BSS Yes  1 
Source: primary data 
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Table6: Exit in newspaper industry in Bangladesh 

Exit Hard Easy Rank 1-5 

JUGANTOR Yes  1 

PROTHOM ALO Yes  1 

SOMOKAL Yes  1 

WEEKLY THIKANA Yes  1 

ITTEFAQ Yes  1 

BSS Yes  1 
Source: primary data 

 

We presented this question to the different newspaper companies to find out the ease 

of exit and entry in the newspaper industry and also asked them to rank them between 

1 and 5. In case of entry every body answered that entry is very hard. And 

surprisingly every body ranked it to 1. Table 5 depicts that the entry in the newspaper 

industry is very hard in Bangladesh. The same answer we got in case of exit also. As 

it is hard to get involved in the newspaper business it is really difficult to get out of 

the industry once one is entered as indicated in table 6.  

Furthermore, in the newspaper industry of Bangladesh buyer power is considered to 

be very low. There is no such significant amount of buyer that can influence the price 

of the newspaper. All the readers are individual or family. They don’t have the largest 

market share. That is why they can not have influence on the newspaper. Considering 

this fact buyer power is very low in the newspaper industry. On the other hand 

supplier is considered to be moderately powerful than the buyer of the industry. They 

can control the price of the input material and the result is reflected in the price of the 

newspaper. When the price of the input material is increased newspaper companies 

have no other option except increasing the price of the newspaper. The price of the 

newspaper influenced by the supply material and the quality of the newspaper 

.Factors that influence the profitability of the newspaper in the industry are: 

Advertisement, High circulation, good reporting, Quality, Time, Credit, Price, 

Newsprint rate, Advertisement market size and rate, Proper investment, Raw 

materials availability, Readers quantity, Distribution 
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Materials needed in the newspaper industry 

 

We also tried to analyse the success factor that is working in the newspaper industry 

in Bangladesh. There are 4 four factors that can be considered as success factors in 

the industry. 

• Extensive distribution 

• Customer focus 

• Economies of scale 

• Product innovation                   

 
 
Table7: Information to start a news paper company 
 
Materials need for newspaper company Money required in Taka  

 
Office 

 
 
 
 
Total apex. 50 crore taka is needed to start a 
newspaper company(large scale production)  

Staff 
 
Plant 
  
Equipment 
 
Newsprint 

Logistic                                                                  

Source: primary data 

 

In the newspaper industry much emphasis is given towards customer focus in 

Bangladesh. Then the product innovation and extensive distribution comes 

accordingly. Here economies of scale have little effect in the newspaper industry in 

Bangladesh. Our exploration about the industry success factor reveals the following 

result in table 8. 
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Table 8: Weight of industry success factors 

INDUSTRY SUCCESS FACTORS WEIGHT 

Extensive distribution 22 

Customer focus 43 

Economies of scale 10 

Product innovation 25 

TOTAL 100 
Source: primary data 

 

4.1.2 Sales channel 

Since sales channel is necessary for the successful marketing of the product. Every 

company in the industry must have their sales channel. From the beginning of 

Bangladesh the sales channel that is used by newspaper companies is remaining the 

same.  

 
Figure 6: distribution channel of newspaper in Bangladesh 

 

Figure 6 shows how the newspaper companies use news shops, hawkers, agent for 

selling their product. This is the area that could be important to gain competitive 

Newspaper 
Companies 

Agents News 
shops 

 

Hawkers 
 

Readers 
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advantage over the other competitor in the industry. There is scope for the innovation 

of new sales channel. 

 

 

Table 9: Bangladesh newspaper industry at a glance 
 
 
 
 
RIVALRY 
 
 
 

 
Low concentration ratio 
Number of firms in the industry is large 
Market is competitive 
No firm has the significant market share 
Low possibility of moving towards monopoly 

BARRIERS TO ENTRY Entry and exit is very hard 

THREATS OF SUBSTITUTE Radio, television is substitute product 
Threat is low 
Short duration of telecasting news in the radio& 
TV 

SUPPLIER POWER Moderate 

BUYER POWER Low 

 

 

4.2 Competitive Analysis 

 

4.2.1Competitive analysis based on Porter’s framework  

The news paper industry and news presenting practice in Bangladesh is little bit 

different than the newspapers that are doing business in developed countries. In 

Bangladesh if we categorize news paper considering the readers then it will give an 

effortless understanding. There are mainly tow types of news reader in Bangladesh. 

As we know the whole political situation is influenced by two major political parties. 

So news readers are also classified as the adherent of the political parties. There are 

companies who publish news in favour of their preferred political party. There are 

also companies who are presenting quality news, which is, presenting news without 

being politically biased or influenced. So competition among the newspapers in 

Bangladesh is not with all the newspaper companies in Bangladesh. The competition 

is mostly driven by the target market that the newspaper companies have set. Based 
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on the target market the product is designed. But yet there are lot of similarities in 

designing the product.  

 

 
 Figure7: Product design 

 

All the newspapers in Bangladesh have the same product design that is divided into 

five sections. Within this design structure competition is going in 3 sections and these 

are politics, domestics and editorial section of the newspaper. The political section of 

the newspaper deals with the current political news in the country. Here the 

newspapers are doing business on their target market. Readers who are supporting a 

particular political party will go for the newspaper that is presenting news regarding 

their preferred party. In the area of domestic news competition goes through how 

much news is covered by that news paper. So here competitive advantage can be 

gained as much as one newspaper can present. Finally in the editorial section 

competition is based on the columnist. The writers of this section are intellectuals and 

renowned person in Bangladesh and livers in abroad. Columnist who has good 

perception in peoples’ mind will have greater acceptability. Here the competition 

goes around the efficient key personnel. This is the pattern of competition within the 

frame work of product design that is similar to almost every newspaper companies. 

Beyond this, product innovation plays an important role in gaining competitive 

advantage over the rivals. Here product innovation is like- offering new product along 
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with the existing one. And it creates a different impression to the readers for the 

product and gets the popularity of the newspaper. For example, there is one most 

popular newspaper in Bangladesh named “DAINIK PROTHOM ALO”. If we take a 

close look in the way of presenting their news we can find that they are presenting 

different new product in the form of product innovation going beyond the traditional 

presentation of news. There are weekly magazines full of jokes, stories, criticism 

included with the regular news paper. There are special features regarding fashion, 

cooking, and extra curricular activities every week. They provides special edition for 

their news paper in different religious and cultural festivals. These are the attributes 

that has given competitive advantage to “DAINIK PROTHOM ALO”. 

 
Table 10:  summary of Competitive Analysis 
 
What drives Competitor? 
 

What competitors are doing or can do? 

• Objective of every newspaper companies 
in Bangladesh is to increase the 
circulation of their paper that will result in 
to higher profitability. 

• Readers are of two categories- politically 
influenced and readers who really seeking 
for neutral information. 

• Large population base 
• Social system 
• Growing awareness among the people 

 
 

• Targeting readers as what they 
want to read in the newspaper 

• Advertisement 
• Product improvisation 
• Using efficient news 

correspondent to get the quality 
news 

• Efficient and renowned journalist 
 

 

 

4.2.2 Available Competitors  

Competition may come from different sources. One of the major sources of 

competition is players in the market, who are doing business with similar product or 

could do business with the purpose of serving the same service. In this process we 

tried to find out what kind of competitors are available in the market and what kind of 

competitor could be future source of competition. We categorize competitor in to four 

types then tried to find out the availability in the market and these are 

• Companies with same product 
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• Companies offering similar product 

• Companies that could provide same or similar product in future 

• Companies that could remove the need for the product 

 

 

Table 11 shows that the availability of the companies with same product is very high 

in Bangladesh news paper market. Since we know that there are 201 daily newspapers 

are being published it is easily understandable that the competition in this section 

with same product is very high.  

 
 
Table 11: Types of Competitors available 
 
Types of Competitor 
 

Availability 

Companies with same product High 

Companies offering similar product Very Low 

Companies that could provide same product in future Moderate 

Companies that could remove the need for the product Very Low 

Source: primary data 

 

Now the matter of similar product comes. By similar product we wanted to mean the 

substitute product. The substitute product of newspaper could be the product that 

serves the same purpose. Radio, television could be close substitute of news paper as 

it also telecast news. But considering the coverage and duration of news compared to 

a news paper it is negligible. Our analysis finds that the availability of companies 

with similar product is very low since there are few television and radio channel in 

Bangladesh. 

There are many companies that could start newspaper business in future. Also radio, 

television companies also expand their business with newspaper. As for example 

there was one privately owned television channel named NTV started to publish 

newspaper after few years of operation of the TV channel.  

If we closely search around the question what companies can remove the need for the 

newspaper in future, it comes into mind about the companies that could provide news 
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without publishing printed newspaper. In this process other media companies can 

come into consideration. Also there are internets publications of some newspaper but 

this are published by the same companies that are publishing newspaper in 

Bangladesh. So the availability of companies that could remove the need of 

newspaper in future is still very low in Bangladesh. 

 

 

4.2.3 Competitor Array 

Bangladesh newspaper industry has a low concentration ratio indicating that 

competition within the industry is very high. In this kind of industry companies have 

to have high competitive advantage over the rivals to sustain in the market. The scope 

in the newspaper industry in Bangladesh is large population base and existence of 

asymmetric information. That is why there is scope to carry out business in spite of 

having numerous competitors in the market. The most important thing is that all the 

newspaper that has been publishing in Bangladesh is paid newspaper. There is no 

such free news paper and no one has come up with this business concept. Though 

there is little price competition but price is a factor. When price difference between 

different companies is minimal then it is negligible. In spite of this fact, few days ago 

one new newspaper came in to market that have set their price very low compared to 

the other newspapers. It created a lot of pressure to the existing newspaper 

companies. Many of the readers switched from the previously existing newspaper to 

the new one. The quality of the new newspaper is not similar to the existing 

newspaper but it is close. Readers are agreeing to forgo this little bit deviation in 

quality in exchange of lower price. So, price does matter to some extent. 
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Table 12: Competitor Array 
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Extensive 
distribution 

0.225 2 0.45 3 0.67 3 0.67 6 1.35 

Customer 
focus 

0.450 1 0.45 1 0.45 1 0.45 9 4.05 

Economies of 
scale 

0.100 3 0.30 4 0.40 4 0.40 4 0.40 

Product 
innovation 

0.225 4 0.90 2 0.45 2 0.45 5 1.12 

Total  1 10 2.1 10 1.97 10 1.97 24 6.92 
Source: primary data 

 

Among the newspaper companies we identified four newspaper companies as tough 

competitors. And these four represents most of the leading newspaper companies in 

Bangladesh, because all of them are doing business in the same manner. These four 

newspaper companies are: Jugantor, Prothom alo, Ittefaque, Shomokal. 

The key success factors in the newspaper industry in Bangladesh are extensive 

distribution, customer focus, economies of scale and product innovation. In the table 

12 competitor 4 is rated higher than competitor 1, 2, and 3 in extensive distribution (6 

out of 10) and customer focus (9 out of 10). In economies of scale competitor 2, 3, 4 

are rated same. In case of product innovation competitor 4 is rated at the top, then 

competitor 1 and competitor 2 & 3 are rated same. Over all competitor 4 is rated 

higher (24 out of 40) than the other competitors that we have considered. After 

weighting the success factors according to their importance, competitor 4 gets the far 

better rating. 
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4.3 Readership in Bangladesh  

In Bangladesh there are 201 dailies and 451 weeklies 14(Source: Pantaloon: July 

2002, by Mass-line Media Centre, Dhaka). Habit of reading newspaper is increasing 

among the literate people. Readership of newspaper was very low in Bangladesh. 

Percentage of readership was 26 %( national media survey 2002). This percentage 

was higher in urban areas than the rural areas. There is a positive relation between 

educations, possession of wealth and readership of newspaper15. From the field 

survey we have gathered the following data: 

 

Table 13: Readership at different age groups in Dhaka city     

AGE READ DON’T 
READ 

OCCASSIONALLY 
READ 

TOTAL 

16-20 2 12 6 20 

21-25 53 14 10 77 

26-30 39 6 17 62 

31-35 29 5 11 45 

36-40 35 2 13 50 

41-45 24 8 14 46 

TOTAL 182 47 71 300 

Source: primary data 

                                                        
14 “Trends in Bangladesh Media”, Compiled by S M Rezwan-ul-Alam, Ph.D. ralam@unicef.org 
Assistant Communication Officer, UNICEF. Available online at 
http://www.comminit.com/trends/ctrends2002/trends-171.html  
 
 
15  “National media survey 2002”, conducted by Associates for community and population research. 
Available 
online at http://www.bangladesh-ccp.org/NationalMediaSurvey2002.pdf  

 

 

 

 
 

mailto:ralam@unicef.org
http://www.comminit.com/trends/ctrends2002/trends-171.html
http://www.bangladesh-ccp.org/NationalMediaSurvey2002.pdf
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Non readers 
16 % 

Table 13 shows the result that we have got from survey which depicts the 

characteristics of readership at different age level. The survey was done with the 

readers of different age group based in Dhaka city.  

Readership situation in Bangladesh 

 

Table 14: Readership in Bangladesh 

AGE READER (%) NON READER (%) OCCASSIONAL 
READER (%) 

16-20 1.10 25.53 8.45 

21-25 29.12 29.79 14.08 

26-30 21.43 12.77 23.94 

31-35 15.93 10.64 15.49 

36-40 19.23 4.26 18.31 

41-45 13.19 17.02 19.72 

TOTAL 100.00 100.00 100.00 

Source: primary data 

In our analysis, we categorized readers in to three different groups- readers, non 

readers, and occasional readers which have been presented in table 14. Percentage of 

readership was found higher among the age group range between 21 and 25. In this 

age group almost 45% people somehow used to read the newspaper in their daily life. 

From our survey we have found that there is little interest to read newspaper among 

the young people aged from 15 to 20.   Our analysis among the readers shows news 

paper is mostly read by the people who belong to the age group between 21 and 30.  
 

 

 

 
  

 

 

                                  Figure 8: readership status 

 

 

1

2

3

Readers 60% 

Non reader 16% 

Occasional 
reader 24% 
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According to our survey we have found 60% of the population read newspaper. Only 

16% do not read newspaper and the rest 24% people are occasional readers. This is 

the scenario in the city which is our area of interest. But in rural area this finding 

might vary due to low literacy and low economical position.   

16-20
1%

21-25
30%

26-30
21%

31-35
16%

36-40
19%

41-45
13%

 
‘Figure 9: readership among age group 

 

If we want to decide on readership more specifically it will give us clearer picture of 

the readership status among different age group. In the figure 9 we can see that the 

highest readers of newspaper are the people who are in the age group between 21 and 

25. In the age group of 26-30 approximately 21% regularly read or browse the paid 

dailies in there everyday life. Readership was found very low in the group of people 

under the age of 20. We found only 1% teenager read newspaper regularly.  

Since various kinds of news are presented in a newspaper in Bangladesh we were also 

interested to find out the type of news people would like to read in the newspaper.  
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Table15: preference of news types 

TYPES OF NEWS PERCENTAGE OF PREFFERENCE 

POLITICAL 34 

SPORTS 28 

ENTERTAINMENT 20 

INTERNATIONAL 18 

TOTAL 100 

Source: primary data 

 

People mostly prefer to read political news in the newspaper in Bangladesh. It has got 

the highest preference among the readers that we have surveyed. Then gradually 

come sports, entertainment and international affairs. Our survey shows 34% preferred 

to read political news, 28% readers like sports news, 20 prefers entertainment and the 

rest 18 percent like the international affair related news. 

Most of the readers are interested to read city news specifically but currently they 

don’t get this news in existing newspapers. Since our research is concentrated on the 

prospect of free newspaper in Bangladesh we tried to focus on some points to find out 

the chance of getting popularity of free newspaper. Free newspaper is mainly 

published targeting the commuters in countries where free newspaper has got the 

popularity. Usually free newspaper is distributed in the bus, train station and in public 

places where people can scan the news within their journey. In Bangladesh most of 

the commuter in our survey answered they have nothing to do at their journey time or 

they sleep at the time of their journey. Again the concept of free newspaper is not 

known to the people of Bangladesh. Though our survey produced some interesting 

results, it shows some positive sign for the establishment of free newspaper in 

Bangladesh. 
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4.4 Advertisement in Bangladesh 

As we are trying to figure out the possibilities of free news paper in Bangladesh we 

had to find out the source of revenue for a free news paper company. Moving with the 

concept of free news paper we came to know that advertisement is the only source of 

revenue. That is why we were interested to find out the current situation of 

advertisement market in Bangladesh, advertisers’ attitude towards the free news 

paper, pattern of their advertisement expenditure, allocation of expenditure to various 

medium of advertisement. We interviewed 30 business companies comprised of 

multinational companies, private limited companies and private companies. We 

assumed that the result of analysis with these 30 companies’ information will help us 

to reach at a close accurate inference. 

We started our analysis to find out the views of the companies regarding the 

relationship between sales and advertisement. 80% of the respondent answered that 

there is a very high relation between sales and advertisement in Bangladesh. In 

Bangladesh most effective medium of advertisement is print media and electronic 

media. Yet there are other forms of advertisement but that can be counted in the 

category of print media advertisement. Figure 10 shows the pattern of using 

advertisement media in Bangladesh 

 

electronic 
media

13%

print media
27%both

60%

 

 Figure 10: Use of Advertisement Media 
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It Depicts that 13% of the company use only electronic media, 27% use only print 

media and 60% use both electronic and print media as the medium of their 

advertisement. It was the general overview of the pattern of advertisement 

expenditure. More specifically we can see that the allocation of advertisement 

expenditure for the print media only ranges between 30 to 40 percent during last five 

years. 
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 Figure 11: Total Advertisement Expenditure 

The total advertisement expenditure incurred by these 30 companies is reflected in 

figure11 

It shows that the total advertisement expenditure in 2003 was 935.99 million taka. In 

2004 and 2005 it was 1087.77 and 1438.48 million taka respectively. By the end of 

2007 the expenditure for advertisement figured on to taka 2029.08 million. There is 

an increase of 1093.09 taka in million in advertisement expenditure during last five 

years. In fact, the figure shows that there is an increasing trend in the advertisement 

expenditure incurred by the companies. More specifically there is not only the 

increase in the total advertisement expenditure but the allocation of advertisement 

expenditure in print media also increasing. 
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 Figure 12: Advertisement in Print Media 
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Figure13 shows that 309.81 million taka was spent in the year 2003. In 2005 this 

figure has gone up by 48.62 million taka. In the year 2005 and 2007 the amount spent 

for advertisement in print media was taka 350 and 409 respectively. During 2007 the 

amount stood up to 730 million approximately. There is 4.2% increase in the print 

media advertisement in last five years. All it shows positive signal for the print media 

because there has been an increasing trend of advertisement expenditure in print 

media. 

Most of the advertisers in Bangladesh consider the circulation of the news paper in 

case of choosing them as their medium of advertisement. In our analysis we found 

70% of the interviewed companies consider circulation of the news paper as criteria 

to be chosen for the medium of advertisement for their product. 

We also wanted to know the view of the companies that give advertisement in print 

media about the free newspaper. The showed their positive attitude. 99% of our 

interviewed companies said that they would like to advertise on such kind of free 

newspaper since it is perceived to have a high circulation. 
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Chapter Five 

 

5 Results and conclusion 

After all of the different analysis and statistics we can say that there is very good 

chance to carry out business in Bangladesh in newspaper industry. Although low 

readership and low income level are main obstacles for newspaper industry in 

Bangladesh but continuous improvement in economy and literacy level can help the 

industry in future. The growth of advertisement markets and readership is a good 

sign for free newspapers company in Bangladesh. However, there is no previous 

research in this area of interest in Bangladesh; we have tried to find out the general 

and realistic information regarding newspaper industry. In terms of subscription 

every year the volume is increasing and new newspaper coming to the market and 

some are undertaking very good in Bangladesh. From our survey we have found 

that over the period of last five years the total newspaper sales has increased from 

19 million taka to 31 million taka per day which is an indication of the market 

growth and the stability of the industry. We have also found that the readership 

among the new generation increase slowly due to impact of other media such as 

electronic media but newspaper still plays a crucial role into information industry. 

Media analyst Tore Østby from Nordea Mark stamps the free paper projects as high 

risk projects but we think that it’s only true in mature markets where the 

competition is very high and readers are more knowledgeable and quality 

concerned.  

In addition, the long-term achievability of the free newspaper remains an open 

question to all. From all of this, some are money-making, others are not. As we know 

that free newspapers are only dependent on single revenue stream advertisement, the 

company will only feasible where the size of the market very big and competition 

among the company is very high.  

Our thesis examines the present situation of the media industry, advertisement 

market, readership and possible scope for free newspaper concept in near future in 
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Bangladesh. The main focus of the reports is to find out the size of the advertisement 

market and if there any prospect for the free newspaper in Bangladesh.  

One of the key successes factor mentioned for the free daily phenomenon is the 

ability to get young people reading. Readers of the free dailies are younger that those 

who pay for their papers. This could simply be a function of who rides subways and 

busses. In case of Bangladesh, specially Dhaka city is one of the most populated and 

mega city where 10 million people living and everyday huge number of people 

commuting which is the most important factor for the success of free newspaper. In 

terms of the European and USA free newspaper market, recent statistical figures 

signify that many readers of free newspapers are in fact "new" readers, or read 

equally paid and free papers. Research by Belgian, UK and US free dailies point out 

that 50% of their readers only read free newspapers. There seems to be a off-putting 

effect on single copy sales, but the general effect does not show a great deal of impact 

on paid dailies. In fact, quite a few publishers of recognized paid products have 

launched free newspapers in their markets. There is also possibility to occur this 

situation with the existing dailies in Bangladesh. 
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APPENDIX 1  

QUESTIONAIRE FOR NEWSPAPER READERS AND BUSINESS COMPANIES 

NAME OF THE COMPANY................................................................... 
 
Q 1: TYPE OF THE COMPANY 
      a. multinational 
      b. private limited company 
      c. private 
      d.goverment 
      e. other type 
Q 2.WHAT IS THE MAIN PRODUCT/ SERVICE OF YOUR COMPANY? 
      

a. .............................................................     
  
           .............................................................. 
Q 3. WHAT SORT OF MEDIA YOUR COMPANY HAVE CHOOSEN FOR ADVERTIZING   
      a. electronic media:................................................................ 
      b .print media:......................................................................... 
      c. both 
      d. other media 
 
Q 4. HOW MUCH MONEY OR PERCENTAGE WERE ALLOCATED FOR THE PRINT MEDIA 
FROM TOTAL ADVERTIZEMENT BUDGET DURING LAST FIVE YEARS ? 

 
 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 
Money      
% of total 
advertisement 

     

 
Q 5. FOR ADVERTIZEMENT TO THE PRINT MEDIA WHAT SORT OF THINGS YOUR 
COMPANY GIVING PEFERENCE?  
      a. circulation 
      b.popularity 
      c.others 
Q 6. IS THERE ANY RELATION BETWEEN SALES AND ADVERTIZEMENT.-WHAT YOU 
THINK? 
       a.high  
       b.medium 
       c. low 
       d. none 
Q 7. DO YOU FAMILIAR WITH THE FREE NEWSPAPER CONCEPT? 
        a. yes 
        b. no 
Q 8. IF YES, CAN THIS CONCEPT BE SUCCESSFULL IN FUTURE IN BANGLADESH, WHAT 
YOU THINK? 
.        ............................................................................................................. 
         .............................................................................................................. 
         .............................................................................................................. 
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QUESTIONNARRIE FOR NEWSPAPER READER  
  
Q1. YOUR AGE?   ............years 
     
Q 2. DO YOU READ DAILY NEWSPAPER? 
    a. yes, regularly 
    b. yes but not regularly 
    c. no 
Q 3.WHICH ONE YOU READ MOST? 
    a. .....................................  
 Q 4. WHAT YOU THINK ABOUT THE PRICE OF THE NEWSPAPER? 
     a. expensive 
     b. ok 
     c. cheap 
Q5. WHAT SECTION ARE YOU MOST INTERESTED IN OR DO YOU READ THE MOST? 
     a. political 
     b. sports 
     c. entertainment 
     d. international 
     e. other 
Q6. DO YOU LIKE TO SEE THE CITY NEWS SPECIFICKLY? 
     a. yes 
     b.no 
     c. I don’t know 
Q 7.WHEN OR WHAT TIME YOU LIKE TO READ NEWSPAPER? 
   a. morning  at home 
   b. morning on the way to work 
   c. sometimes during the day 
   d. on my way home from work 
   e. at home in the evening 
    f. at night 
    g. others 
Q8. HOW DO YOU SPEND YOUR COMMUTING TIME ? 
   a. reading 
   b. sleeping 
   c. nothing to do 
Q 9. ARE YOU FAMILIAR WITH THE FREE NEWSPAER CONCEPT? 
   a. yes 
   b. no 

       Q10. DO YOU LIKE TO SEE OF THE NEWS OF YOUR AREA? 
    a. yes 
    b. no 

       Q11. WHAT IS YOUR OCCUPATION 
           a.  .................................................... 
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR NEWSPAPER COMPANY 
 

1. How many copies were sold daily by your company in the years? 
 

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 
       

 
 

2. How many copies of news paper were printed daily in your company? 
 
 

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 
       

 
 

3. How many readers have your paper has captured? If question no. 1 is not answered then ask 
this question. 

 
2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 
       

 
4. What was the price per paper of your newspaper in the following years? 

 
2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 
       

 
5. How many competitors (including you) were in the newspaper industry yearly from 2000 to 

2006? 
 

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 
       

 
6. How do you rank the following factors in case of selling the product and what is your belief 

about the rest of the industry? Rank- 1, 2 or 3. 1=high, 2=medium,3=low 
 
 
Your company       

 Price         
          

 
 Product improvement       

  
 Efficient use of distribution channel 

 
 
Industry 
 

 Price         
         
        

 Product improvement       
   

 Efficient use of distribution channel 
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7.  Is entry and exit easy in the newspaper industry? Please put tick mark on the line. 
 
    1                 2                                         3                                       4       5 
HARD     EASY     
 
 
 
    1                    2                                  3                                           4       5 
HARD     EASY 
 
 

8. What are the factors that motivate consumer to switch from and to your paper? Name four 
of the factors according to your opinion 

 
                                  FROM       TO 

1) …………………   …………………… 
   

2) …………………   ……………………. 
 

3) …………………   ……………………. 
 

9.  What are the factors that influence the profitability of the newspaper industry? Name five 
of the factor according to your opinion. 

 
1) ………………… 

 
2) ………………… 

 
3) …………………. 

 
10. What are the available substitute products that could be source of competition? List four 

and rank them according to priority. Rank 1 to 5. Interviewer should ask the respondent to 
rank them or he could rank by asking the respondent. 

 
Factors       Rank   
 

 ………………… 
 ………………… 
 ………………… 
 …………………. 
 …………………….. 

 
11. What is the nature of competition in the newspaper industry? Rank them         according to 

your opinion. Ranking should be 1-3. 1=high, 2= moderate, 3= low. 
 

 Price competition  
   
 

 Product quality 
 

12. What is the condition of the buyer power in the newspaper industry? Put tick mark 
 

 High   
   

 Medium  
 

 Low  
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13. What is the condition of the supplier power in the newspaper industry? Put tick mark 
 

 High   
   

 Medium  
 

 Low  
 

 
14. please name the different investments that is necessary for starting a newspaper company 

 
Investments       Cost 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

15. What kinds of competitors existing in the market based on their availability? Assign 
number 1=high, 2=moderate, 3= low, 4= very low 

 
 companies with same product 

      
 companies offering similar product  

 
 companies that could provide same or similar product In future 

 
 companies that could remove the need for the product 

 
16. Please rank the competitor based on the priority that you give. Rank 1-4 

 
  companies with same product 

      
  companies offering similar product  

 
 companies that could provide same or similar product In future 

 
 companies that could remove the need for the product 

 
 

17. Assign weight in percentage for the key industry factors based of the importance that you 
give to each. Your total should be 100% for the four key industry factors. 

 
Key industry success factors Weight in percentage 
Extensive distribution  

Customer focus  

Economies of scale  

Product innovation  

  

TOTAL 100 
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18. Have you developed new products other than traditional presentation of news? If yes then 

name the product. 
 

 Yes    
       

 No 
 

19. If you have offered new products to the customers? If yes, have they been successful? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

20. Do you segment your market? If yes how? 
 
 
 
(IF YES ON QUESTION 20)  

21. Is there a target group that you specifically is not targeting? Why? 
 
  
 

22. Is there any scope of niche marketing? Please mention 
 

 Yes    
       

 No 
 
 
 

23. What is your customer base in number? 
 
 
 
 

24. Name the sale channel that you use for your product. Example- direct selling, news shops 
etc. 

 
1) ……….. 
2) ……….. 
3) ……….. 
4) ………… 
5) ……………. 

 
 

25. Rank these key industry success factor based on the priority you give. Each factor should be 
ranked within 1-10. 

 
Key industry success factors Rank  
Extensive distribution  

Customer focus  

Economies of scale  

Product innovation  
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Total  

 
 

26. Are your sales channels successful? 
 

 Yes  
 

 No 
 

27. Which distribution channel you use for selling your product.  
 
 
 
 

28. What is the geographical coverage of your product? Mention the percentage with direction 
like east, west, north, and south. 

 
 
 
 

29. What is your plant capacity in volume for production? And how much of your capacity 
have you used in percentage? 

 
 
 
 
 

30. How much capital investment is needed for a newspaper company? 
 
 
 
 
 

31. Please mention the number of employees working in your company 
 
 
 
 

32. if you have unique expertise, please specify? 
 journalism 
 Distribution 
 IT 
 others 
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33. Which marketing method do you apply for selling your product? Please tick 
 Television   
 Radio 
 Free copies 
 Bill boards 
 others 

 
 
 

34. Do you have specific strength in this business that you think difficult to overcome by other 
companies? If yes then mention 

 
 Yes    

       
 No 

 
35. What specific strength does your closest competitor has that you can not overcome. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

36. What are the areas are you trying to improve your company? 
 

1) ……….. 
2) ………. 
3) ………….. 
4) …………… 
5) …………….. 

 
 
 
 

37. What areas do you see for future growth for your company in the newspaper industry? 
 
 
 
 
 

38.  What are the emerging areas of business in newspaper industry you see? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

39. Is there any scope for efficiency (use of delivery time, technology and cutting cost)? If yes 
then how? 

 
Delivery time 
 

 Yes    
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 No 
 
Technology 

 Yes    
       

 No 
 
 Cost reduction 

 Yes    
       

 No 
 
 

40.  Is there any excess demand for the news product in the market now that you are being able 
to fulfil in a close or sitant future? If yes then explain. (geographical coverage, economical 
problem) 

 
 Yes    

       
 No 

 
41.  Do you have threat of regulatory or governmental changes in this business? If yes then 

what are the threats? 
 

 Yes    
       

 No 
 

42. What are the threats that you see for your company in the newspaper industry? 
 

1) ………….. 
2) …………. 
3) ………….. 
4) …………….. 
5) ……………….. 

 
 

43. What are the threats for the newspaper industry as a whole? 
 
……………………………………………………………….. 
 
 
 

44. Revenue generated from last year 
 
 Money Percentage of total revenue 
Sales revenue   
Advertise revenue   
Others revenue        
 
 
 

45. How much advertise revenue was generated from government sector? 
 
         ......................................... 
 

46. How much advertise revenue was generated from private sector? 
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         ....................................... 
 

47. Do your company buy news from other sources? 
 Yes, who............................. 

 
 No 

 
 

48. What you think about Bangladesh advertisement market size and its future? 
           ................................................................................................................... 
           ................................................................................................................... 
                 ................................................................................................................... 
 

49. Are you familiar with free newspaper concept? 
 Yes, can you name one or two? ..................................................... 

 
 No 

 
 
        50. If yes, then what is your opinion regarding this  
    ........................................................................................................................ 
       ........................................................................................................................ 
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